Introduction
============

When two different sound streams are presented at the same time, the auditory system is able to separate them even though they may be interleaved and/or overlapped in time and frequency (auditory scene analysis, see [@B9]). However, each stream will still interfere with the processing of others (termed auditory masking). Two forms of masking may occur while listening to two competing speech streams: energetic and informational masking ([@B27]; [@B10]; [@B3]). Whereas energetic masking influences the separation of the speech streams due to the higher energy of the masker, informational masking denotes the interference between similar stimuli. Energetic masking affects the early part of sound processing in the brain, whereas information masking probably affects later processes, and so it may occur even after stream segregation. While behavioral studies extensively investigated these masking effects on speech perception ([@B3]; [@B26]; [@B35]) the underlying neural processes are poorly understood. In the current study, the cognitive and underlying neural mechanism for informational and energetic masking were assessed in dichotic listening conditions by combining the measurements of behavioral psychophysics and cortical electrophysiology (event-related potential \[ERP\] and functional connectivity \[FC\] analysis).

Previous studies comparing energetic and informational masking showed that these two masking processes lead to different patterns of errors in task performance. Target detection is reduced when a speech segment is masked by high-level noise (energetic masking), whereas allocation problems are found when a speech stream is masked by another one(informational masking, [@B18]). For example, in tasks requiring listeners to detect words in one of two concurrent speech streams, informational masking increases the number of words reported from the masker streams ([@B38]; [@B72]). In contrast, when energetic masking is dominant, errors of omission occur more frequently. This picture has been further elaborated by the study of [@B35]. They used a selective listening task with two speech streams presented concurrently. One of the streams served as the target, the other as the distractor, and the target-to-masker energy ratio was varied. The participants' task was to report the presence of the two target words after the end of the sentences. Participants produced more correct and fewer missed responses as energetic masking decreased (the target became louder relative to the masker). Unexpectedly, masker errors (when participants reported words from the masker stream) were higher when the target-to-masker energy ratio was 1 or higher, and informational masking started to dominate over energetic masking. The highest number of masker errors occurred when the target-to-masker energy ratio was 1 (i.e., the loudness of the two speech streams was equal). This observation indicates that informational and energetic masking involve different cognitive and thus different underlying neural processes.

Three important mechanisms may contribute to word detection in such selective listening tasks. The first one is short-term segmentation when the acoustic mixture is segregated into streams based on the spectro-temporal structure of sound sources (see, e.g., [@B12]). When energetic masking is strong, this process becomes less accurate and may require additional resources. The second mechanism is linking speech elements across time (i.e., when the shorter segments are grouped into continuous streams). This mechanism can be impaired in case of high perceptual similarity between the target and masker. The third mechanism is the attentional selection. Even if the streams are properly formed the listener must select the correct one ([@B21]). Therefore, while early perceptual processes can (partly) compensate for the effects of energetic masking, later selection processes may be required to alleviate the effects informational masking ([@B35]).

The impact of selective attention on target speech processing has been investigated in several electrophysiological (EEG) experiments (see, e.g., [@B31]; [@B73]). In general, two ERP components elicited by auditory target events (including speech stimuli) are strongly modulated by selective attention: the N2b ([@B47]; [@B55]) and the P3b (for reviews, see [@B66]; [@B23]; [@B51]). The N2b is a negative waveform with typical central distribution, peaking at around 200 ms from stimulus onset. It has been typically associated with stimulus classification ([@B58]). The P3b often follows the N2b. It appears at around 300--400 ms from the target onset with positive polarity and parietally dominant scalp distribution. P3b has been interpreted as reflecting context updating ([@B23]) or closure of the target detection cycle ([@B70]) or as a sign of interaction between working memory and attentional processes ([@B52]). Both components have been found for target speech stimuli in a previous study using continuous speech streams ([@B67]). In another ERP study which investigated informational and energetic masking on speech processing ([@B78]) the amplitude of the N1/P2 component was smaller in the informational than in the energetic masking conditions for a target syllable. However, they did not analyze the N2 and P3 components which are typical for target events and may show modulation by the type of the masking effect.

Whereas ERPs provides information about the masking effects on event processing (such as target detection), measuring FC changes indexes sustained mental processes. FC (measured as neural oscillatory phase synchronization in EEG; [@B63]) describes how the different brain areas are configured into networks during performing the given task, where the brain regions are functionally connected through oscillatory activity. The analysis of FC can also potentially reveal interactions between different brain networks, such as those supporting attentional control and speech processing functions ([@B48]) as oscillatory synchrony between cortical regions is assumed to facilitate neuronal communication ([@B24]). Up to now, only a few EEG studies investigated speech processing in dichotic listening tasks using FC measured from the EEG ([@B7]; [@B69]). [@B7] found that spectral coherence of the high-alpha band rhythms is increased between the left auditory cortex and Wernicke's area with large spectral overlap between the presented syllables (for instance /da/-/ba/) compared to lower spectral overlap (/da/-/ka/). This result may indicate that solving the problem of energetic masking is associated with stronger alpha synchronization. In contrast to energetic masking, solving the problem of informational masking may be associated with brain networks underlying selective attention. In a situation when listeners were presented with two speech streams of equal loudness, [@B69] found strong activity in networks previously associated with selective attention (e.g., a fronto-parietal network in the alpha band; see below) when listeners were instructed to listen to one (focused attention) as opposed to two streams (divided attention).

It is commonly observed that EEG low-frequency phase synchronization increases between the frontal and parietal brain regions in tasks requiring attentional orientation ([@B8]; [@B17]; [@B22]). Attention has been shown to modulate brain oscillations in the delta (0.5--4 Hz) and theta (4--8 Hz) frequency bands, which have been associated with information selection ([@B60]; [@B32]). Several studies described that the posterior medial frontal cortex (pMFC) and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) are crucial hubs of this network coordinating their activity through theta-band phase synchronization: the LPFC transmits excitatory or inhibitory signals to regions involved in representing the input ([@B43]; [@B57]).

Alpha-band (8--13 Hz) activity is also often enhanced in selective attention tasks. Alpha oscillation has been assumed to contribute sustained attention, albeit through different processes than the aforementioned delta/theta oscillations ([@B44]; [@B6]). Enhanced alpha-band activity is associated with the disengagement of task-irrelevant cortical areas ([@B15]; [@B40]) and thus, a marker of inhibition. With respect to speech processing, low alpha power characterize brain regions involved in speech processing when speech is presented in a quiet environment. Adding a masker then results in higher alpha activity in line with the assumed inhibitory role of the alpha oscillations ([@B64]). Further, alpha power was increased in auditory cortical areas contralateral to the side from which the masker was presented and decreased contralateral to the side of the target speech, indicating that auditory cortex can selectively amplify the neural correlates of the attended speech signal ([@B37]). Therefore the impact of alpha power and synchrony seems twofold: global alpha enhancement (particularly involving the fronto-parietal network) possibly contributes to the maintenance of sustained attention whereas enhanced alpha activity over the task-irrelevant cortical regions may reflect the inhibitory activity triggered by the to-be-suppressed stimuli; the latter process is also driven by the frontal control regions ([@B42]).

Whereas communication through slower brain oscillations can connect distant brain areas and distributed networks, faster oscillations are involved in mediating more local processes affecting sensory brain areas. Gamma (\>30 Hz) oscillation over the sensory cortices is often linked with enhanced attention to the sensory events both in the visual ([@B56]; [@B2]) and in the auditory domain ([@B1]; [@B53]). Therefore local gamma oscillations presumably promote task-related sensory processes in the brain.

The current study investigated neural mechanisms of energetic and informational masking during selective listening to test whether these two types of masking recruit different neural mechanisms in the human brain. Two concurrent continuous speech streams were presented to listeners who were instructed to track the contents of one of them and detected targets within that stream (attended speech) while ignoring the other (unattended/distractor speech). The loudness of the distractor stream was varied on five levels: moderately softer, slightly softer, equal, slightly louder, or moderately louder than the target stream. When the distractor is softer than the attended stream, based on previous work ([@B35]), we expected informational masking to be stronger than energetic masking and vice versa, stronger energetic masking when the distractor stream is louder. The target detection task should be more sensitive to local masking effects (impairing short-term segmentation and possibly target selection), while the content tracking task would be more affected by more global masking effects (impairing the linking speech of elements across time and maintaining focus on the target stream). Both types of masking exert local effects, but only information masking is expected to produce more global effects (i.e., while either type of masking could make the detection of a single word more difficult, only information masking could lead to breaking the continuity of the target stream and confusion between the concurrent streams). We assumed that solving the selective listening task when energetic masking is dominant may require selective enhancement of the task-relevant sensory input. Therefore, we hypothesize that energetic masking will elicit stronger local connectivity in temporal and parietal areas in the gamma band (enhancement/difficulty of auditory sensory processes) together with stronger large scale fronto-parietal connectivity in the alpha band (increasing suppression of the non-target sounds). In contrast, solving the informational masking problem may predominantly recruit processes involved in higher-level attentional selection. Therefore we hypothesize that informational masking will elicit stronger large scale FC within the attentional control network linked to the frontal hub in the delta (0.5--4 Hz) and theta (4--8 Hz) bands.

Materials and Methods {#s1}
=====================

Participants
------------

Twenty-eight young healthy adults (20 female, mean age: 22 years, SD: 2,867, 24 right-handed), all native Hungarian speakers participated in the experiment. Participants had normal hearing measured by pure-tone audiometry between the frequencies ranging from 250 to 4 kHz (\<25 dB, separately for the two ears and \<10 dB difference between ears). All participants signed an informed consent form and received modest financial compensation for their participation. Based on self-reports, none of them had a history of psychiatric or neurological disorders. The experiment was conducted in full accordance with the World Medical Association Helsinki Declaration and all applicable national laws and it was approved by the institutional review board, the United Ethical Review Committee for Research in Psychology (EPKEB).

Stimuli
-------

Two continuous Hungarian speech streams were presented simultaneously to the participants from two spatially separate loudspeakers. Each speech segment lasted of ca. 6 min duration (mean duration: 352.15 s, SD: 9.34; mean word number per segment: 636.41, SD: 84.87; mean number of phonemes per word: 6.48, SD: 0.29). Speech material was read by professional actors (two male speakers) recorded at 48 kHz with 32-bit resolution in the same room where the experiment was conducted and approximately from the same location where the loudspeakers were placed during the experiment. Thus room acoustics effects did not differ between recording and the experimental setup. Each loudspeaker corresponded to only one speaker. Thus participants received the same speech stream from the same location as it was recorded. One of the speakers (and correspondingly, one of the voices) was designated as the target of task (target stream), the other served as the distractor (distractor stream). The arrangement of the target and distractor streams was constant throughout the experiment: the target stream was always presented form the left loudspeaker with a fixed loudness level (∼70 dB SPL, measured at the participant's head), whereas the loudness of the distractor speech stream (presented from the right loudspeaker) varied in five steps. The distractor-minus-target loudness difference was −10 dB (moderately softer distractor condition), −5 dB (slightly softer distractor condition), 0 dB (equal loudness condition), +5 dB (slightly louder distractor condition), +10 dB (moderately louder distractor condition). Consequently, five experimental conditions were created which were presented in 20 blocks (each condition received 4 blocks to avoid very long blocks). Speech material was news articles selected from Hungarian news websites. Articles were checked for correct-grammar, natural text flow, avoiding the use of garden-path sentences. They contained information not generally well-known. Altogether 40 articles were selected and presented in pairs, 20 of them where designated as target and the other 20 as distractor resulting in the 20 stimulus blocks. The 20 target and 20 distractor streams were the same for all participants.

Each speech stream contained numerals (45--57 each, *M* = 50.7, *SD* = 2.7) with 2--4 syllables, which served as target events within the attended stream. Only numerals indicating the quantity of something within the context of the text were valid targets. For example, in Hungarian, the indefinite article ("egy") is the same as the word "one." This word, when used as an article, did not count as a numeral. There are also words, such as the Hungarian word for moonflower or daisy ("százszorszép" -- literally translated as "hundred-times-beautiful"), which have a numeral as a component. These were also not regarded as numerals. Numerals in the target stream are denoted as "target numerals," while numerals in the distractor stream are denoted as "non-target numerals." Syntactic violations were presented in the distractor stream only ("non-target syntactic violations") and served as control events. [@B67] found that syntactic violations are not processed in the unattended stream. Therefore they can be used to indicate whether the non-target stream was attended or not (see [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for the description of syntactic violations.

Procedure
---------

Participants set in a sound-attenuated and electrically shielded room at the Research Centre for Natural Sciences, HAS, Budapest, Hungary. Two Mackie MR5 mk3 Powered Studio Monitor loudspeakers were placed at equal distance from them, positioned symmetrically at 30° left and right from the midline, with 200 cm distance from the participant's head. Additionally, a 23″ monitor was placed at 195 cm in front of the participant, showing an unchanging a fixation cross ("+") during the stimulus blocks. Participants were instructed to avoid eye blinks and other muscle movements and to watch the fixation cross while listening to the speech segments.

Speech segments were presented by Matlab R2014a software (Mathworks Inc.) on an Intel Core i5 PC with ESI Julia 24-bit 192 kHz sound card connected to the loudspeakers. For each stimulus block, participants performed two tasks on the target speech segment ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In the "numeral detection task," participants were instructed to press a hand-held response key with their right thumb as soon as they detected the presence of a numeral word (target events, see above). In addition, a "content tracking task" was employed: listeners were informed that at the end of the stimulus block, they will be asked five questions regarding the contents of the target speech segment. The test consisted of five multiple-choice questions with four possible answers. Each question corresponded to one piece of information that appeared within the target speech segment. The experimenter read the question and the four possible answers and the listener was asked to verbally indicate the correct answer. The experimenter noted the participant's choice and followed up with a request for confidence judgment with four alternatives: "I don't remember I was just guessing," "I am not sure, but the option I chose sounded familiar: I think I heard it during the last block," "I am sure; I remember having heard it during the last block," "I know the answer from some other source." The confidence judgment was then recorded by the experimenter. The two concurrent tasks served complementary purposes in directing the listener's attention: Whereas the tracking task required listeners to integrate information over longer periods of time and to fully process the target speech segments, the detection task ensured that attention was continuously focused on the target speech segment. Further, the detection task is compatible with similar tasks used in previous ERP studies (e.g., [@B35]), allowing us to compare performance and ERP results with them. In contrast, the tracking task is more similar to what one does in everyday life situations. Performance in this task provides information about how listeners overall adapted to dynamically changing masking effects on a target speech stream.

![Schematic illustration of the experimental design. Participants listened to two concurrent speech streams presented from two spatially separate loudspeakers. The left stream (labeled by the blue loudspeaker) was designated as the target on which participants performed the numeral-detection and the content-tracking task. The right stream (labeled by black loudspeaker) served as distractor. The amplitude of the speech signals illustrates the loudness of the two speech streams in the different conditions. Based on the loudness difference between the target and distractor streams, five conditions were presented: moderately louder distractor, slightly louder distractor, equal loudness, slightly softer distractor, moderately softer distractor. The gray-shaded panels mark the expected impacts of the loudness difference: informational masking effects have been tested by comparing across the slightly and moderately softer distractor and the equal loudness conditions, whereas energetic masking effects across the slightly and moderately louder distractor and the equal loudness conditions.](fpsyg-10-00786-g001){#F1}

The stimulus blocks were presented in pseudorandomized order: in the first half of the experimental session (blocks 1--10), each condition was presented two times in random order with the restriction that the same condition was not immediately repeated; in the second half of the session (blocks 11--20) conditions were presented in reversed order with respect to the first half. Participants were allowed to take a break during the experiment after each stimulus block any time they needed one, and there was a longer mandatory break after the 10th stimulus block. Altogether, the experiment lasted ca. 4 h.

Data Analysis
-------------

### Behavioral Data

Responses for the numeral-detection task were initially collected within the time window of 0--2000 ms from target word onsets. In order to eliminate the responses presumably not corresponding to targets (too early and too late responses), responses falling outside the 5--95% of all measured responses were rejected, resulting in an effective hit response window of 422--1646 ms. From the accepted responses, log-normalized hit reaction times (RT) were calculated for each participant and condition; note that the responses from the 4 blocks of the same condition were collapsed. *d*' values (the standard measure for detection sensitivity; [@B30]) were calculated from the 'hits' and the 'misses' (the latter corresponding to the number of target events with no valid response), while 'correct rejections' and 'false alarms' were calculated by measuring hits and misses for non-target numerals (in the distractor stream) applying same time window as for hits.

Recognition performance in the content-tracking task was calculated as the percentage of correct responses pooled across stimulus blocks, separately for each participant and condition. The sensitivity of the measurement was increased by eliminating items (questions) above 95% or below 30% of the overall correct response rate (collapsed across participants and conditions). Correct responses where the confidence judgment was "I know the answer from some other source" were also eliminated from the analysis. Other confidence judgment data was not considered.

Statistical analysis was performed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) with the factors of LOUDNESS (moderately softer vs. slightly softer vs. equal vs. slightly louder vs. moderately louder distractor) separately for hit RT, *d*', hit number, false alarm number, and recognition performance. All behavioral variables were tested whether they satisfy the assumptions of ANOVA by chi-square test, and none of them was significantly different from the normal distribution (*p*\>0.05, all). The alpha level was set at 0.05. All significant results are reported. Greenhouse--Geisser correction of sphericity violations was employed where applicable and the ε correction factor is reported together with the η^2^ effect size. Statistical analysis was performed by STATISTICA 13.1 software.

### EEG Data

#### Recording and preprocessing

Continuous EEG was recorded (1 kHz sampling rate and 100 Hz online low-pass filter) from a few seconds before the beginning to a few seconds after the end of the stimulus blocks using a BrainAmp DC 64-channel EEG system with actiCAP active electrodes (Brain Products GmbH). EEG signals were synchronized with the speech segments by matching an event trigger marked on the EEG record to the concurrent presentation of a beep sound in the audio stream (1 s before the speech segment commenced) with \<1 ms accuracy. Electrodes were attached according to the extended International 10/20 system with an additional electrode placed on the tip of the nose. For identifying eye-movement artifacts, two electrodes were placed lateral to the outer canthi of the two eyes. Electrode impedances were kept below 15 kΩ. The FCz electrode served as an online reference.

Continuous EEG data was filtered with a 0.5--80.0 Hz Kaiser bandpass-filter and a 47.0--53.0 Hz Kaiser bandstop filter (the latter for removing electric noise; Kaiser β=5.65, filter length 18112 points) using the EEGlab 11.0.3.1.b toolbox ([@B19]). EEG data processing was performed by Matlab R2014a (Mathworks Inc.). Electrodes with a continuous or large number of transient artifacts were interpolated using the spline interpolation algorithm implemented in EEGlab. The maximum number of interpolated channels was two per participant. The Infomax algorithm of Independent Component Analysis (ICA) implemented in EEGlab was employed for eye-movement artifact removal ([@B19]). Maximum 6 ICA components (approximately 10% of all components) constituting blink artifacts and horizontal eye-movements were removed via visual inspection of the topographical distribution and frequency contents of the components. Data were then offline re-referenced to the average of the electrodes.

#### Functional connectivity analysis

Two thousand forty-eight long epochs were extracted from the continuous EEG records. Only event-free epochs were retained: epochs including a numeral, syntactic violation, or button press were excluded from the analysis in order to remove event/target-related brain activity (such as target detection and motor preparation) from the analysis. Artifact rejection with a threshold of 100 μV voltage change was applied to the whole epoch, separately for each electrode. With the criterion of at least 90 artifact-free epochs for each participant and condition, one participant's data were rejected from further analysis.

Preprocessed data were entered to a minimum norm estimate model for source-reconstruction (sLORETA developed by [@B49]) using the Brainstorm toolbox ([@B68]). The protocol was based on the studies of ([@B4]; [@B50]; [@B61]; [@B34]; [@B65]). The default electrode locations were entered into the forward boundary element head model provided by the openMEEG algorithm ([@B29]); the head model was based on default anatomy derived from the MNI/Colin27 brain ([@B14]). The time-varying source signals were modeled in all cortical voxels where the dipole had a component perpendicular to the cortical surface. Thirty six cortical regions (18 from each of the left and the right hemisphere) were selected as regions of interest from a standardized parcellation scheme introduced by [@B39] and the mean neuronal activity (current density) was calculated for these regions by averaging dipole strengths across voxels ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Because we lack individual anatomical information, the spatial down-sampling to 36 ROIs by sLORETA (a distributed dipole model which, unlike, e.g., Beamformer does not assume that the source activity can be described in terms of uncorrelated dipoles), which provides maximal smoothness of the source activity across the brain tissue allows a sufficiently reliable description of brain activity without *a priori* information about the generators. Using accurate head models and a large number of electrodes, the localization accuracy of EEG could be comparable to MEG as it was shown by [@B65]. Our evaluation showed that the source localization errors for each cortical region are less than 20 mm \[reported by [@B69]\]. Thus, there are only a few neighboring regions (such as Heschl's gyrus or pars orbitalis, pars-triangularis and the rostral and caudal anterior cingulate gyrus) for which the reconstructed source activity could be ambiguous. We, therefore, do not draw conclusions basing on FCs that would refer to these regions.

###### 

EEG source regions (second column) are summarized according to their corresponding anatomical region (first column) together with their abbreviation (third column).

  Anatomical region   EEG source region              Abbreviation
  ------------------- ------------------------------ --------------
  *Frontal*           Precentral gyrus               PrCG
                      Inferior frontal gyrus         IFG
                      Rostral middle frontal gyrus   MFGr
                      Caudal middle frontal gyrus    MFGc
                      Superior frontal lobe          SFG
                      Orbitofrontal lobe             OFC
  *Temporal*          Superior temporal lobe         STC
                      Middle temporal gyrus          MTG
                      Inferior temporal gyrus        ITG
                      Fusiform gyrus                 FFG
  *Cingular*          Posterior cingulate lobe       PCC
                      Anterior cingulate lobe        ACC
  *Parietal*          Postcentral gyrus              PoCG
                      Paracentral gyrus              PCG
                      Supramarginal gyrus            SMG
                      Inferior parietal gyrus        IPG
                      Superior parietal              SPG
                      Precuneus                      Pcun

For each epoch phase lag index was measured and phase synchronization was calculated (PLI; see [@B62]) between each pair of EEG source region in five frequency bands (delta: 0.5--4 Hz; theta: 4--8 Hz, lower alpha: 8--10 Hz, upper alpha: 10--12 Hz, beta: 13--30 Hz, gamma 30--70 Hz). PLI is expressed by:
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where Δφ(t_k) refers to the time series of phase differences (t) calculated over all *k* = 1...N time points of a trial, sign refers to the signum function, \<\> refers to the mean value and ![](fpsyg-10-00786-i001.jpg) denotes the absolute value. PLI was calculated by BrainWave software (version 0.9.151.5)^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^ using the default setting with a gain set at 1. Random (minimum connectivity strength) and constant phase synchrony (maximum connectivity strength) is expressed by the PLI as 0 and 1, respectively. 36 × 36 FC matrices (consisting of PLI values) were calculated for each epoch which was then averaged for each participant separately for each frequency band, and condition. Visualization of FCs on circular graph plots was performed by a Matlab function developed by Paul Kassebaum^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^. Visualization of the results of the FC analysis over the cortical surface was performed by the BrainNet Viewer toolbox ([@B76]). For visualization of the cortical surface, the BrainMesh_ICBM152 surface template was applied to the nodes representing the cortical gyri as located by their standard MNI coordinates.

Statistical analysis was performed by the Network-Based Statistic (NBS) software package, developed for testing hypotheses about the human connectome ([@B77]). The NBS method exploits the tendency for experimental effects involving brain connectivity to exhibit specific topological characteristics that could not occur by chance in the absence of an effect. For the current data set, FC strength was tested separately for the six frequency bands. FC strength data were separately averaged across the slightly and moderately softer distractor conditions and across the slightly and moderately louder distractor conditions because NBS can best perform pairwise comparisons. Thus, the effects predominantly due to ENERGETIC MASKING were tested by comparing the FC networks between louder distractors and equal loudness, while those predominantly due to INFORMATIONAL MASKING were tested by comparing the FC networks between softer distractors and equal loudness.

Connections exceeding a chosen threshold (separately tested for each F threshold between 3 and 10) with the *F* test statistic have been first collected tested. The *F-values* were computed for each connection between the contrasted conditions. The number of all possible connections between the 36 regions was *N* = 630, given by the following equation: *N* = (36 × 35)/2. The NBS algorithm then identified distinct networks within the set of supra-threshold connections. Networks are defined as fully connected graphs (all nodes carrying at least one connection) that consists of only supra-threshold edges. Permutation-based mass univariate statistical testing was used on each identified network to set a family wise error corrected p-value for each network: 10000 random supra-threshold networks were created by repeatedly permuting the condition FC strength vectors, separately for each participant. The size (number of edges) of the largest network extracted from each permutation formed the distribution against which the original supra-threshold networks were tested (separately for each 3 ≥ F ≥ 10 threshold and statistical contrast). Networks with a size falling into the highest 5% of the distribution were regarded as significant. The significant networks obtained with the highest threshold were selected. The final threshold was set by determining the maximum value that still resulted in at least one significant network for the given contrast, separately for the six EEG frequency bands. Next, within each network, the edges were ordered according to the size of the connectivity strength difference between the contrasted conditions, and the 32 edges (proximately 10% all possible edges) with the highest difference were submitted to a *post hoc* pairwise *t-test*. Only edges with a significant (α=0.05) difference were selected for interpretation, as these characterize the largest FC strength difference for the contrast tested. Finally, depending on the direction of the difference between the two contrasted conditions, the edges were separated into two groups. Thus, when testing the effects of energetic masking, the edges that showed significantly higher FC strength for louder distractors relative to the equal loudness condition formed one group, whereas the ones showing the opposite effect, the other group; when testing informational masking the same distinction was employed for softer distractors and the equal loudness condition.

Finally, repeated measures contrasts were conducted as *post hoc* analyses comparing the FC networks emerging from the NBS analysis across the equal loudness, slightly and moderately louder distractor conditions and separately across the equal loudness, slightly and moderately softer distractor conditions in search for edges with monotonically increasing or decreasing FC strength along the three conditions.

Pearson correlation was calculated between the average connectivity strength difference of the networks emerging from the two LOUDNESS contrasts (energetic and information masking) and the difference in the different behavioral measures (*d*', hit rate, false alarm rate, RT, and recognition performance) between the same two conditions (for more details, see [Supplementary Material](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

#### ERP data analysis

For analyzing the ERP responses, epochs were extracted from the continuous EEG record between −200 and +2200 ms relative to the onset of numerals and syntactic violations. Baseline correction was based on the −200--0 ms time window. Epochs exceeding the threshold of ±100 μV change throughout the whole epoch were rejected, separately for each electrode. For each event, the number of epochs retained after artifact rejection was at least 61 (*M*: 152.73, *SD*: 16.7 for numerals, *M*: 78.87, *SD*: 3.25 for syntactic violation) except for syntactic violations in the moderately softer distractor condition (*M*: 39.85, *SD*: 1.97).

As expected, target events elicited the N2b and P3b components with a parietal maximum for both. The time window for measuring the amplitude of these components was determined by the peak with the maximal amplitude and the duration of the component at the Pz electrode. The N2b amplitude was thus measured from the 120--280 ms post-stimulus time window, while the P3b amplitude between 550 and 750 ms. For numerals in the distractor stream, the time-windows were set the same as the corresponding ones in the target stream. The N400 component for non-target syntactic violations was measured at 350--550 ms relative to the stimulus onset, at the Pz electrode site ([@B67]).

Amplitudes for target and non-target numerals were compared using repeated measure ANOVAs, with the factors of ATTENTION (target, distractor) × LOUDNESS (moderately softer vs. slightly softer vs. equal loudness vs. slightly louder vs. moderately louder distractor), separately for the N2b and P3b components. Statistical analysis of the N400 components was performed by one-tailed *t-test*. For the statistical analysis, STATISTICA 13.1 software was employed and post-hoc tests were conducted by Tukey's HSD method. Again, Greenhouse-Geisser correction of sphericity violations was employed where applicable and the ε correction factor is reported together with the η^2^ effect size.

Results
=======

Behavioral Results
------------------

A main effect of LOUDNESS (*F*~4,104~ = 10.595; ε = 0.900, *p*\<0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.289) was found on recognition performance (see averages and standard deviations on [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Tukey's HSD *post hoc* comparison showed that in the slightly softer distractor condition recognition performance was significantly lower, than with any other loudness parameter (*p* \< 0.01, each). None of the other conditions differed from each other.

![Group average (*N* = 27) performance in the detection task indexed by hit rate (HIT %, **top left panel**), false alarm rate (FALSE ALARM %; **top right panel**), detection sensitivity (*d*', **bottom left panel**), and performance in the recognition task (recognition index, **bottom right panel**). Standard errors of the mean are shown for each data point.](fpsyg-10-00786-g002){#F2}

Analysis of log-normalized (RT's revealed no significant main effect (*p* \> 0.9). The *d*' values (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) yielded a significant main effect of LOUDNESS (*F*~4,104~ = 72.683; ε = 0.844; *p* \< 0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.737). The post-hoc test revealed that participants' performance was significantly lower in the moderately louder and moderately softer distractor conditions than in the rest of the conditions (*p* \< 0.05, at least). These two conditions also differed from each other (*p* \< 0.001).

Significant main effects of LOUDNESS were found on the hit (*F*~4,104~ = 28.802; ε = 0.821; *p*\<0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.526) and false alarm rates (*F*~4,104~ = 60.14; ε = 0.788; *p* \< 0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.698). *Post hoc* tests revealed that the hit rate was significantly lower in the moderately softer distractor condition than in all other conditions (*p* \< 0.001, each), whereas a significant difference was found between all but the slightly softer distractor and equal loudness conditions (*p* \< 0.05, at least), which showed the lowest false alarm rates. No significant correlation occurred between the behavioral variables and the average of the FC strength values (*p* \> 0.05, all).

EEG Functional Connectivity Networks
------------------------------------

Statistical contrasts embedded within the network identification procedure revealed EEG functional networks affected by ENERGETIC MASKING (equal loudness vs. louder distractor) in the lower alpha and gamma and INFORMATIONAL MASKING (equal loudness vs. softer distractor) in the theta and beta frequency bands. For the delta, and high alpha bands, no significant network was found even using the lowest threshold (*F* = 3). [Supplementary Table 3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} shows the summary of the node degrees (the number of connections within the EEG networks showing a significant ENERGETIC MASKING or INFORMATIONAL MASKING effect), separately for each brain area.

### The Effects of ENERGETIC MASKING on EEG Functional Connectivity

Significant main effects of ENERGETIC MASKING manipulation were found in the low alpha, and gamma bands ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), one network, each.

![Functional networks in the low alpha (8--10 Hz, **A**) and gamma (30--70 Hz, **B**) EEG bands showing the significant effect of ENERGETIC MASKING (equal loudness vs. louder distractors). The left panels show the significant networks on a plot of the cortical surface (top, left, and right view). Colored dots (red -- frontal, yellow -- cingular, green -- temporal, blue--parietal cortex) mark the spatial locations of the EEG sources reconstructed for cortical regions (nodes) in MNI space. The size of the node represents the degree (number of connections within the network) of each node (see [Supplementary Table 3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The right panels show the circular graph representation of the significant network edges. Colors represent the lobe to which the nodes belong (same as described for the cortical surface plots). Brain regions are listed with their abbreviations in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; L stands for left and R for right.](fpsyg-10-00786-g003){#F3}

In the low alpha band, a network ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, top panel; *K* = 5.2, the threshold used in the *F* statistics; *p* = 0.0299) comprising 27 edges connecting 26 nodes was found. These links were stronger for the equal loudness condition relative to louder distractors (*p* \< 0.05, all). Nodes with the highest number of connections were FFG (*N* = 7), and PoCG (*N* = 6, see [Supplementary Table 3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This network featured connections separately within the frontal, temporal, and parietal regions as well as longer-range fronto-parietal, fronto-temporal and parieto-temporal links, and two links between the parietal and cingular areas. Another network consisting of 4 edges connecting 6 nodes, higher FC strength for louder distractors relative to the equal loudness condition (*p*\<0.05, all) was also identified. This network was mainly included the connections of the left SFG with other temporal, parietal, and cingular areas, in the gamma frequency band, a network ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel; *K* = 9.7; *p* = 0.0042) of 4 edges connecting 5 nodes had stronger FC values (*p* \< 0.05, all) in the equal loudness condition than with louder distractors. These edges connected the parietal and temporal, frontal and cingular, and frontal and parietal areas, mediated mainly by the left PCG. Only one connection connecting frontal and parietal areas (*p* \< 0.05) was significantly stronger with louder distractors compared to the equal loudness condition.

*Post hoc* analyses searching for networks (*K* = 4.8; *p* = 0.0424) showing monotonic FC strength behavior as a function of loudness revealed a significant network in the low alpha frequency band comprising 8 edges in 6 of which the strength of the connectivity between the regions monotonically and significantly increased from the moderately louder distractor through the slightly louder distractor to the equal loudness condition (*p* \< 0.05 for all 6 connections; see [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Two edges did not fulfill the criteria of significant monotonic behavior and were therefore excluded. The remaining network of 6 edges connecting 8 nodes features connections between the frontal and temporal, frontal and parietal, and temporal and parietal regions.

![Significant network of the post-hoc analysis testing monotonic FC strength behavior as a function of loudness difference. Connections possess significant difference between at least two loudness level which the criteria that the FC strength (shown on *y-axes*) monotonically increase (ML, moderately louder distractor; SL, slightly louder distractor; E, equal loudness) for all but the last two nodes (FFG-MFGr and FFG-SPG).](fpsyg-10-00786-g004){#F4}

### The Effects of INFORMATIONAL MASKING on EEG Functional Connectivity

Significant main effects of INFORMATIONAL MASKING manipulation were found in the theta-, and beta-band connectivity ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), one network, each.

![Functional networks in the theta (4--8 Hz, **A**) and beta (13--30 Hz, **B**) EEG bands showing the significant effect of INFORMATIONAL MASKING (equal loudness vs. softer distractors). The left panels show the significant networks on a plot of the cortical surface (top, left, and right view). Colored dots (red -- frontal, yellow -- cingular, green -- temporal, blue--parietal cortex) mark the spatial locations of the EEG sources reconstructed for cortical regions (nodes) in MNI space. The size of the node represents the degree (number of connections within the network) of each node (see [Supplementary Table 3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The right panels show the circular graph representation of the significant network edges. Colors represent the lobe to which the nodes belong (same as described for the cortical surface plots). Brain regions are listed with their abbreviations in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; L stands for left and R for right.](fpsyg-10-00786-g005){#F5}

In the theta band, a network ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, top panel; *K* = 5.1; *p* = 0.0372) comprising 8 edges connecting 13 nodes was found with stronger FC (*p* \< 0.05, all) during the equal loudness condition relative to softer distractors. This network featured connections between frontal and temporal, frontal and parietal, and temporal and parietal regions with an additional link between the parietal and cingular areas and links within the frontal areas. A larger network of 21 edges connecting 22 nodes (*p* \< 0.05, all) had stronger FC with softer distractors relative to the equal loudness condition. These connections were observed separately within the frontal, cingular, and parietal areas as well as for longer-range fronto-parietal, parieto-temporal as well as parietal-cingular, temporal--cingular links. The node with the highest number of connections was the PoCG (*N* = 7, see [Supplementary Table 3](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In the beta frequency band, a network ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, bottom panel; *K* = 5.8; *p* = 0.0475) of 6 edges connecting 8 nodes had stronger FC (*p* \< 0.05, all) in the equal loudness condition than with softer distractors. This network was composed of links between the frontal and parietal, frontal and temporal, and cingular and temporal areas. A network of 12 edges connecting 15 nodes showed stronger FC with softer distractors compared to the equal loudness condition (*p* \< 0.05). This network included links mainly within the frontal and parietal areas with a few links between frontal and cingular, temporal and cingular, and frontal and parietal areas.

Contrasting the moderately softer distractor, slightly softer distractor, and equal loudness conditions, the *post hoc* analyses revealed a significant network in the theta band comprising 30 edges. However, the direction of the connectivity strength did not show monotonically increasing or decreasing trend except for four edges (ACC-PCG, PCG-PCG, PrCG-Pcun, IFG-SPG) see [Supplementary Figure 1](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

ERP Results
-----------

Target numerals elicited the N2b and P3b components ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). The amplitude of both components was highest at the Pz electrode with centro-parietal scalp distributions. The ANOVA tests yielded significant main effects of ATTENTION for both the N2b and P3b: target numerals elicited significantly larger components than non-target numerals (for N2b: *F*~1,26~ = 42.245; *p* \< 0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.619 and for P3b: *F*~1,26~ = 106.86; *p*\<0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.804). The ANOVAs of the P3b amplitudes for target and non-target numerals revealed also significant main effect of LOUDNESS (*F*~4,104~ = 5.446; ε = 0.903; *p* \< 0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.173). Although no significant interaction was found between the LOUDNESS and ATTENTION factors for the P3b, there was a strong tendency (*p* = 0.057). As non-target numerals did not elicit the P3b response (supported by one-tailed *t-test*, *p* \> 0.073, at least) separate ANOVAs were conducted for the P3b amplitude for target numerals with the factor of LOUDNESS, which revealed significant main effect (*F*~4,104~ = 5.446; ε = 0.8558; *p* \< 0.001; $\eta_{p}^{2}$ = 0.1667). *Post hoc* comparisons showed that the target numerals in the slightly softer distractor condition elicited significantly lower P3b amplitudes than in the rest of the conditions except for the moderately louder distractor condition. None of the other conditions differed from each other. We did not find signs of syntactic reorganization in the distractor speech streams indicated by the lack of N400 for the syntactic violations. Nor did we find signs of numeral detection in the distractor stream as indicated by the lack of significant N2 (*p* \> 0.075, at least; one-tailed *t-tests*; see [Supplementary Figure 2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Group-average (*N* = 27) parietal (Pz) ERP responses elicited by target numerals. Color represents the different loudness conditions (ML, moderately louder; SL, slightly louder; E, equal loudness; MS, moderately softer; SS, slightly softer distractor); the N2b and P3b latency ranges are shown by gray rectangles.](fpsyg-10-00786-g006){#F6}

Discussion
==========

In the current study, we measured task performance, ERP responses, and EEG-based FC for assessing the effects of energetic and informational masking in a dichotic listening task. Participants were presented with two concurrent speech streams, one of them assigned as the target for the listener's task while the other as a distractor. Because both streams comprised continuous natural speech, the distractor always exerted informational masking on the target, whereas energetic masking was realized by increasing the intensity level of the distractor compared to the target. The lack of significant ERP responses to distractor numerals and syntactic violations confirmed that the distractor streams were indeed unattended (see [Supplementary Figure 2](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the intensity of the distractor stream was increased gradually in equal steps, the behavioral, ERP, and FC results showed clear non-monotonic effects, thus distinguishing between informational and energetic masking. Behavioral results showed that the recognition index, hit rate, and false alarm rate were affected differently by the two types of masking. In accordance with our hypothesis regarding the local vs. global nature of the two types of masking effects, target detection (characterized by *d*' and the false alarm rate) was affected both when energetic and when information masking was assumed to be dominant, whereas content tracking (characterized by the recognition index) was mainly affected when information masking was expected to be dominant. In contrast to the study of [@B35], we found the best behavioral performance was found in the equal loudness condition (regarding all behavioral indicator). Comparing the louder and softer distractor conditions with the equal loudness condition different patterns of performance indices were found for informational and energetic masking. At the same time, the FC data showed different activity patterns of neural networks for the two types of masking. While energetic masking was assumed to be dominant, we found significant networks in the low alpha and gamma frequency band. In contrast, when informational masking was dominant, theta- and beta-band networks were observed. Together with the FC changes, ERPs for target events showed different patterns for informational and energetic masking.

Somewhat surprisingly, RT was not sensitive to the applied task manipulations. This is not the first time a similar result has been obtained. [@B5] employed three maskers: speech-shaped interrupted noise, speech-shaped continuous noise and four-talker babble noise. They found that with the four-talker babble noise the RT was longer than in the continuous and interrupted noise conditions, while the latter two did not differ from each other. In Benett and colleagues' experiment, the speech content was identical in all conditions and energetic masking did not affect the RT responses at least in the intensity range tested. Rather, only the hit rate and the false alarm rate were affected, similarly to the study of [@B35]. Thus RT does not appear to be sensitive to the type of the masking effect.

In the following, the different effects are separately discussed.

The Effects of Energetic Masking
--------------------------------

We found that *d*' was significantly lower in the moderately louder distractor condition than in the slightly louder and equal loudness conditions, whereas recognition performance was not affected. This suggests that energetic masking impaired short-term segmentation of the target speech stream to some degree (although not so much that the two streams could not be segregated at all). A separate analysis of the hit and false alarm rates revealed that the decreasing detection sensitivity was due to increasing false alarm rates, whereas hit rates were not affected by increasing the loudness of the distractor. Thus, with increasing energetic masking (increasing distractor loudness), participants were more likely to respond to numerals in the distractor stream, whereas detection of the target numerals was not significantly affected. Brain FC analysis revealed that the performance effects were accompanied by weaker low-alpha band synchronization compared to the equal loudness condition, whereas the ERPs did not show significant changes while energetic masking was increased.

The low-alpha band network possessed a large number of connections, which were stronger in the equal loudness compared to the louder masker condition. This network included nodes in the frontal (OFC, SFG, MFGc, MFGr, IFG, PrCG), parietal (PoCG, PCG, SMG, IPG, SPG, Pcun), temporal (FFG, ITG, MTG, STG), and cingular (ACC, PCC) brain regions. This type of global alpha synchronization is usually associated with sustained attention ([@B44]; [@B6]) and attentional suppression of the distractor stimuli ([@B25]). This result together with the significantly increased false alarm rate suggests that attentional selection was less successful as energetic masking increased, whereas linking speech elements across time was probably preserved sincethe hit rate and recognition performance was not affected. Our results show that inhibition was more effective in the equal loudness condition, which matches the performance data. The *post hoc* test revealed that the strength of the connectivity monotonically increased form the moderately louder distractor toward the equal loudness condition. This indicates that these conditions were quantitatively different from each other with monotonically changing connectivity strength as energetic masking increased.

Together with the suppression of the irrelevant information mediated by networks operating in the low alpha band, gamma phase synchronization was also stronger in the equal loudness compared to the louder distractor conditions. The nodes were more strongly coupled with each other within temporal areas, involving the medial temporal gyrus (MTG) and superior temporal cortex (STC) and between temporal areas and the postcentral gyrus (PCG) and inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), also involving the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The ACC is presumed to serve as a relay station between frontal speech producing regions found in the IFG and it plays a critical role in the control of attention, executive processes, word generation, and memory ([@B33]; [@B74]). Gamma enhancement has been associated with enhanced attention to the sensory events ([@B1]; [@B53]). Therefore, our results suggest that the observed gamma band network may be involved in stream selection and target detection.

In summary, energetic masking elicited stronger local FC and large scale fronto-parietal connectivity in the low alpha band together with the increased coupling of sensory and perceptual areas (such as temporal and parietal cortices) through gamma-band oscillations. The present FC results together with the behavioral performance are compatible with our hypothesis that solving the selective listening task while energetic masking is dominant involved selectively enhancing the sensory input mediated by gamma-band oscillatory networks while suppressing the irrelevant information by networks operating in the low alpha band.

The Effects of Informational Masking
------------------------------------

Our results showed that *d*' was significantly lower in the moderately softer distractor than in the slightly softer and equal loudness conditions. Hit rate was lowest in the moderately softer distractor condition, whereas the other conditions did not significantly differ from each other. False alarm rate was highest in the moderately softer loudness condition, significantly higher than in the equal loudness and slightly softer distractor conditions. Thus in contrast to the conditions where energetic masking dominated, informational masking affected both the hit and the false alarm rate. Further, the tracking-task (recognition) performance was lowest with the slightly softer distractor stream, a possible effect of information masking.

[@B35] found that false alarms (they called them masker errors) were more likely when the loudness of the target and the distractor was equal compared to when modest loudness difference was applied between the streams. However, this only occurred when the two speech streams were co-located. Applying 90° HRTF difference between the two speech streams this effect disappeared and performance increased monotonically with increasing target loudness. In the present study, the two loudspeakers were placed at ±45° from the midline of the listener's head. Thus, the current design was similar to Ihlefeld and Shinn-Cunningham's 90° HRTF condition. Therefore, it is surprising that hit and false alarm rates were the worst in the moderately softer distractor condition. These results suggest that attentional selection was less successful in that condition compared to the equal loudness condition. It is also possible that participants failed to form links across the individual segments of the streams in the moderately softer condition. The FC and ERP results (see below) are more compatible with less successful attentional selection in the moderately softer distractor than in the equal loudness condition. Selective attention improves performance by enhancing gain on cortical activity related to the target, and/or suppressing the activity elicited by the distracting events ([@B45]; [@B54]; [@B28]). One possibility is that the gain of the suppression and facilitation changes between situations with dominant energetic vs. informational masking. Alternatively, is also possible that participants found the task easiest in the moderately softer condition (because it provided the best S/N ration between the attended and the distractor speech stream within the experimental session). As a consequence, they did not devote sufficient cognitive effort for filtering out the irrelevant information - in essence, they used these stimulus blocks to rest between the more challenging ones. Finally, it is also possible that listeners adapted to the louder distractor stream while remaining more sensitive to the softer ones. [@B71] found that non-monotonic neurons in auditory cortex tend to adapt to loud sounds while remaining sensitive for softer sounds. This and the previous explanation assume contextual effects in which the random-order mixing of the different distractor loudness conditions interacted with each other.

Recognition performance appeared to be independent of detection performance, as it was lowest in the slightly softer distractor condition in which the hit rate and false alarm rates were high. The pattern of P3b amplitudes was similar to that of the recognition index: significantly smaller P3b was found in the slightly softer loudness condition. Previous studies suggested that P3b is a correlate of resource allocation ([@B36]), because of its sensitivity to target-probability ([@B41]), stimulus intensity ([@B16]), the quality and task-relevance of a stimulus, and attention ([@B51]); in short: when more cognitive effort is needed for detecting targets. In addition, a recent visual detection study found enhanced P3b amplitude for targets in the presence of continuous distraction ([@B20]). Thus, it possible that the significantly smaller P3b amplitude observed in the slightly softer distractor condition was due to the poorer allocation of attention. (Note, however, that this does not explain the difference between the slightly and moderately softer distractor conditions).

Informational masking increased synchrony in networks with different topographies in the theta and beta frequency bands. In the softer distractor condition, a primarily fronto-parietal network emerged in the theta band. This network involved several local connections within parietal (PoCG, PCG, SMG, IPG, SPG, Pcun) and frontal regions (OFC, SFG, IFG, PrCG), and longer-range connections between the frontal, parietal, and cingular (ACC, PCC) cortices. Only one connection was found with a temporal region (STC). In contrast, sparser connections were found stronger in the equal loudness than in the softer distractor condition. This network showed stronger temporal cortical involvement (FFG, MTG). Theta synchronization in the fronto-parietal attention network has been observed in several selective attention studies ([@B75]; [@B59]; [@B13]) and it has been associated with both enhanced task performance and attentional fatigue. In relation to the current performance results, it is possible that the facilitation of sensory information processing for the attended stream was less effective in the informational masking conditions, because although connections were denser in the softer distractor conditions, the auditory sensory brain areas were almost absent from the networks showing stronger phase synchronization with softer distractors. In contrast, in the equal loudness condition, selective enhancement of auditory sensory information processing appeared to be mediated by fronto-temporal and temporo-parietal connections oscillating in the theta band. This result may explain the higher hit-rate in the equal loudness condition compared to the softer distractor conditions. The *post hoc* analysis revealed that there is no obvious monotonically increasing or decreasing tendency from the moderately softer distractor toward the equal loudness condition as was found for energetic masking in the low-alpha band. Thus, it is more feasible to suggest that the softer distractor conditions were qualitatively different from each other rather than quantitatively, which is compatible with the observed non-monotony of the different performance measures.

In the beta band, local connections have been found, particularly within parietal (PoCG, PCG, SMG, SPG) and frontal (OFC, MFGc, PrCG) regions and connections with the temporal (ITG) and cingular (ACC, PCC) regions, which were stronger for softer than equal-loudness distractors. In contrast, the equal loudness conditions possessed fewer, but longer-range connections between frontal (OFC, MFGr, IFG) and parietal (PCG, SPG), frontal and cingular (PCC), and frontal and temporal (MTG) brain regions. Although we had no hypothesis for the role of beta-band networks in informational masking, in accordance with previous studies, this beta-band synchronization can be interpreted as facilitating the processing of task-relevant stimuli and contributing to the prefrontal monitoring function ([@B46]; [@B11]). Although there were no clear regional differences between the networks which were stronger in the softer distractor than in the equal loudness condition, the presence of more local connections may indicate the involvement of the frontal and parietal control regions in informational masking. However, no relationship with detection task performance has been observed.

In summary, the present results suggest that in contrast to listening during strong energetic masking, the problem of performing the tasks during stronger informational masking may allocate mostly selective attention-dependent processes distributed in a widespread attention network. Specifically in line with our hypothesis informational masking elicited stronger theta band large-scale FC within the attentional control network centered around the hub region of the frontal cortex. In addition, we found a beta-band network sensitive to information masking, which may reflect the requirement of stronger prefrontal monitoring in this situation.

Conclusion
==========

The current study investigated speech processing (target detection and content analysis) in a selective listening task in the presence of energetic and informational masking. The behavioral, ERP and FC data suggests that the different masking effects induced different strategies and neural mechanisms for solving the task. We found that in the conditions in which energetic masking was dominant that the FC and behavioral results indicated suppression of the irrelevant information and facilitation of relevant sensory information. Suppressing distractors was probably mediated by a network operating in the low alpha band, whereas facilitation of target processing was accompanied by a gamma band network. In contrast, when informational masking had the higher hand, theta band synchronization became stronger, suggesting the activation of a wide-spread general attentional network. The most surprising result was that with softer maskers, target detection was not improved, rather, both target detection and distractor suppression became less effective. Various *post hoc* interpretations have been offered. However, they need to be distinguished and tested in future studies.
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